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Air travel:

To travel by air plane.

Check in: To tell someone at the 
airport that you are ready to fly.

Take off: To leave the ground 
and start flying in the air.

Land: To come back to the 
ground after flying in the air.

Destination: The place where 
you want to go or end up.

Arrive: To reach the place where 
you are going.

First you go to the airport
Then you check in.
After your plane takes off and lands 
in your destination. And you arrive



Camping travel:

To go and stay in the nature for 
vacation.

Locate: To find the place or 
position of something or 
someone.

Spot: A small area that is 
different from the rest of the 
area.

Scenery: The natural features 
and views of a place.

First you should pack your tools and 
equipment.
Then you should locate a perfect 
spot to camp.
After you can stay in your tent and 
enjoy the scenery.



Sea travel:

To go on a voyage on the sea.

Embark : To go on a ship

Voyage : A long journey, 
especially by ship, to a distant or 
unknown place

Disembark : to get out of the 
ship

Cruise : A trip on a large ship for 
pleasure

Ferry : a ship that is for 
transporting people on water

First you should go to the harbour.
Then you can embark the ship or 
ferry.
You can also go on a cruise 
adventure!
After arriving to your destination you 
can disembark the ship



Advantages of going on a vacation

It helps you to unwind.

You can visit different landmarks and monuments.

You get familiar with different cultures and traditions.

Enhances your communication skills.



● Unwind is to relax and stop being worried or busy.

● A landmark is a place or a thing that is easy to see and remember.

● A monument is a building or a statue that is made to remember someone or something important.

● Culture is the way of life, beliefs, and customs of a group of people.

● Tradition is something that people do for a long time and pass on to others, such as a holiday or a 
ceremony.

● Enhance is to make something better.

● Communication is the act of sharing information, ideas, or feelings with others. Or you can say it’s 
talking with other people.



Homework:

Write about a vacation that you went on. 
Use the new words in your text.

Say how do you feel about the things that 
you did on the vacation. (i’m into, I’m fond 
of …)


